Success Story

FrieslandCampina Germany GmbH, Heilbronn, Germany

Secure Personnel Processes in the Cloud –
SAP SuccessFactors & SAP HCM in Interplay
The interfaces developed by itelligence between SAP
SuccessFactors Employee Central and our HCM system
create considerably simpler business processes. The core hybrid
solution enables central master data management, avoiding
media disruptions and saving time.
Robert Jochim, Payroll Team Leader, FrieslandCampina Germany GmbH

Challenges
n Replacement of master data entry on SAP ERP
HCM by SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central
n Avoidance of double data maintenance by
individually developed interfaces
n Harmonization & mapping necessary in the
interface
n Creation of a central evaluation option for the
group, such that data can be shared uniformly
across borders
Benefits
n Central data maintenance in SAP SuccessFactors
Employee Central
n Continuous processes
n Integration without adapting existing time
management or billing solutions
n Uniform data management at group level

1.800
master data records

Solution
n Payroll accounting / time management via
SAP Human Capital Management (HCM)
n Dell Boomi for integrating SAP SuccessFactors
Employee Central in SAP HCM
n Interface settings
n itelligence Application Management Service (AMS)
for maintaining the HCM system and the interfaces
after production has begun
Why itelligence?
n Far-reaching knowledge of SAP Cloud & Core
Hybrid solutions
n Well-founded expertise in HR processes
n Many years of successful cooperation

1 Cent
accounting gap compared
to old data
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Netherlands, some contacts are resident in India
and key users in the German subsidiary. With a
structured strategy and target-oriented communication, the challenge was successfully mastered.
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